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Journal of a pogrom rapist by

Simon Hattenstone on
December 3, 2008 A pogrom
is a crime in which the state,

or a public institution of some
kind, gives official sanction to
a gang of criminals to wreak
vengeance on a certain class
of victims. That is the actual

meaning of the word in
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modern usage. But some
would like to claim that when

Timothy McVeigh walked
into the Alfred P. Murrah

Federal Building in Oklahoma
City, American society was
pogroming its own victims,

and that the crime he
committed was an act of state-
sanctioned revenge. McVeigh
was convicted, and sentenced
to death. He had no criminal
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record. He served two terms
of four years each in the US

Navy, he did not know anyone
involved in organised crime.

His confession to the bombing
was detailed and detailed. He

knew the name of every
person who carried out the
crime. He named his co-

conspirators. He acted alone.
He had to have been paid to

carry out the attack. The only
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people who could have done
such a thing and not been paid
to do it were people with no

criminal record, who served in
the US Navy and had no
connection to organised

crime. State is supposed to
protect people from criminals.

Hence the reaction of the
American government to this

is to clamp down on those
who disclose McVeigh’s
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identity, along with those who
revealed that we had

inadvertently ended up in Iraq
in the first place. Over the

decades, the USA has either
had or 3e33713323
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